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Abstract:
Focusing on the deficiency of intuition, real-time and complexity of threat evaluation of radiation resource, an algorithm based on improved radar chart method (RCM) is proposed in this paper. In the algorithm proposed, coarse sorting is integrated with fine sorting to obtain a more accurate and reliable result of threat evaluation. Coarse sorting is applied to sequence all the radiation resource roughly according to radar operation mode, and reduce the task priority of low-threat radiation resource. Then, on the basis of improved RCM, fine sorting is applied to sequence the radiation resource with same radar operation mode. Finally, obtain the results of threat evaluation which combined coarse sorting with fine sorting. Simulation analysis shows the correctness and effectiveness of this algorithm. Comparing with classical method of threat evaluation of radiation resource based on RCM, the algorithm proposed in this paper is more visual in image and can work quickly with lower complexity.
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1 Introduction

With the development of systematization and information warfare, the situation of battlefield has become more and more complex and changeable. As one of the vital technologies in modern electronic countermeasures [1], fast and accurate threat evaluation of hostile radiation resource is not only the precondition but also the foundation of accurate judgment of enemy’s situation, and effective distribution of radar jamming resource. In addition to this, it is also very crucial for aircraft to accomplish operational mission and boost their own viability [2,3].

In order to achieve threat evaluation of radiation resource in actual battlefield, many scholars have made some achievements in this field, for example, according to the fickle threat factors during beyond-visual-range air combat, Chen et al. [4] put forward a method based on improved glowworm swarm optimization (IGSO) algorithm and BP neural network. In the condition of no prior information, Wang et al. [5] proposed an evaluation algorithm which combined rough set (RS) and technique for order preference by similarity to solution (TOPSIS). In [6], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is utilized to optimize penalty parameter \( c \) and core function \( g \) in support vector machine (SVM), therefore a new target threat assessment model based on PSO-SVM has been established. All the above methods can achieve threat evaluation of radiation resource in some situations, however, there are some limitations in practical application. Such as
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the complex computation, and the unintuitive evaluation results.
On the basis of present studies and aiming at the limitation of above methods, an algorithm of threat evaluation of radiation resource is proposed in this article, which utilizes radar operation mode to accomplish coarse sorting and improved radar chart to achieve fine sorting. First of all, sequence all the radiation resource’s threat level roughly according to radar operation mode, next, reduce the task priority of low-threat radiation resource. Secondly, on the basis of improved RCM, sequence the radiation resources with same radar operation mode nicely. Finally, combine the result of coarse sorting with fine sorting to obtain the eventual results of threat evaluation of radiation resource.

2 The algorithm of improved RCM

As a multivariate and graphical analysis method, radar chart utilizes graph form to reflect the quantitative relation of indexes, and combines the mathematical treatment of image features. Therefore, radar chart is capable of reflecting the comprehensive strength of evaluation targets, and the result is vivid and straightforward [7]. During the period of comprehensive quantitative evaluation, the angle of each index axis is divided equally in traditional radar chart, as a result, it can’t reflect the influence of index’s weight [8]. Ordinary normalization method is employed to quantify the index in traditional radar chart, and the rationality of it is quite poor. In addition to this, radar chart is very complicate and because of the enormous amount of radiation resources and indexes, real-time of radar chart is poor. Focusing on the problems above, a new algorithm based on improved RCM is proposed in this article. According to the combination weight of index, determine the size of sector domain of different index. Meanwhile, determine the normalized evaluation value of index utilizing intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFS). The specific steps of improved RCM are as follows:

Step 1: The identification of target set \( U = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \) and index set \( A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_m\} \).

Step 2: The identification of combination weight \( c_{wk}(j=1,2,\ldots,m) \) of index. In order to obtain a more scientific and reasonable weight of index, a combination weight which combined subjective weight \( s_{wk} \) with objective weight \( p_{wk} \) is proposed in this section.

First of all, according to equation (1), use intuitionistic fuzzy entropy\(^{[9]}\) to compute the objective weight \( p_{wk} \).

\[
p_{wk} = \frac{1 - H_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{m} (1 - H_j)}, j = 1,2,\ldots,m
\]

Where, \( H_j \) represents the intuitionistic fuzzy entropy and is computed by equation (2).

\[
H_j = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{1 + \frac{\left| u(x_{ij}) - v(x_{ij}) \right| + \pi(x_{ij})}{\left| u(x_{ij}) - v(x_{ij}) \right| + \pi(x_{ij})}}
\]

Where, \( u(x_{ij}) (i=1,2,\ldots,n; j=1,2,\ldots,m) \) is membership function which represents affirmative information of each index, and is computed by the known formula of membership degree in general. \( v(x_{ij}) \) is non-membership function which represents negative information of each index, and is computed by equation (3).

\[
v(x_{ij}) = 1 - u(x_{ij}) - \pi(x_{ij})
\]

where, \( \pi(x_{ij}) \) is intuitionistic fuzzy function which represents hesitancy degree of each index, and the calculation formula is given by different types of index. The specific solving process can be referred in literature [10].

Secondly, utilize group analytic hierarchy process (group-AHP\(^{[11]}\)) to compute the subjective weight \( s_{wk} \). Construct the judgment matrix \( Q_k \) according to equation (4)

\[
Q_k = (q_{ij}^k) n \times m
\]

Where, there are \( g \) experts in total, and \( Q_k \) is the judgment matrix of \( k \)-th expert. If \( Q_k \) can meet the conditions of conformance check, compute the subjective weight according to equation (5), otherwise adjust \( Q_k \), [12] Refs.

\[
s_{wk} = \left[ \prod_{j=1}^{m} \prod_{k=1}^{g} q_{jk}^k \right]^{1/m}
\]

\[
= \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{n} \prod_{j=1}^{m} \prod_{k=1}^{g} q_{jk}^k \right]^{1/m}
\]
Where, $\varepsilon_k$ represents the weight of experts and can be obtained through experience.

Finally, compute the combination weight which combined subjective weight $s_{\omega_j}$ with objective weight $p_{\omega_j}$.

$$c_{\omega_j} = a \times s_{\omega_j} + b \times p_{\omega_j}, a, b \geq 0; a + b = 1$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

Where, $a$ respects the coefficient of subjective weight, $b$ respects the coefficient of objective weight, and they are gave by actual situation.

Step 3: Distribute the size of sector domain of each index according to the combination weight of index. Record the $j$th index’s angle of sector domain in radar chart is $\theta_j = 360c_{\omega_j}$.

Step 4: The identification of index axis. Draw a unit circle, draw a ray ‘OA’ from the unit circle’s center ‘O’, and ‘OA’ cuts the unit circle at point ‘A’. According to the angle of $m$ indexes, draw the rest of $m$-1 rays write for ‘OB’, ‘OC’…, then draw the angle bisectors of sector ‘AOB’, ‘BOC’,…, and cut the unit circle at point ‘P1’, ‘P2’…‘Pm’, finally, regard ‘OP1’, ‘OP2’,…‘OPm’ as the index axis.

Step 5: Draw radar chart. According to the evaluation value $r_j$ ($j=1, 2, ... m$) of index, sign the corresponding points of index axis in radar chart and cut index axis at point ‘A”’, ‘B”’, ‘C”’, ‘D”’, …. Joint all the points and obtain the radar chart as shown in Fig. 1.

Where, the evaluation value of index $r(x_{ij})$ is computed by equation (7), which referred to literature [13]. According to IFS, in order to obtain a more objective and accurate radar chart, we consider the influence of subjection function, non-membership function and hesitancy degree together as a whole.

$$r(x_{ij}) = \frac{u(x_{ij})}{u(x_{ij}) + \eta(x_{ij})}$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

![Figure 1. Improved radar chart](image-url)

Step 6: Compute threat evaluation value ‘K’. Joint point ‘P1’, ‘P2’…‘Pm’ in turn in Fig. 1 to get a polygon ‘P1P2…Pm’ which is regarded as standard polygon. The size of polygon ‘P1P2…Pm’ is ‘S’ and the perimeter is ‘C’. Joint point ‘A”’, ‘B”’, ‘C”’… in turn in Fig. 1 and get a polygon ‘A”B”C”…’ the size of polygon ‘A”B”C”…’ is ‘S”’ and the perimeter is ‘C”’. The computation formula of threat evaluation value ‘K’ is shown as follows:

$$S = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{j} \sin \left( \frac{\theta_i + \theta_{i+1}}{2} \right) + \sin \left( \frac{\theta_1 + \theta_m}{2} \right) \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$L = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \sqrt{2 - 2 \cos \left( \frac{\theta_j + \theta_{j+1}}{2} \right) + \sqrt{2 - 2 \cos \left( \frac{\theta_1 + \theta_m}{2} \right)}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$S' = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{j} r_i r_{j+1} \sin \left( \frac{\theta_i + \theta_{i+1}}{2} \right) + \eta r_m \sin \left( \frac{\theta_1 + \theta_m}{2} \right) \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$L' = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \sqrt{r_j^2 + r_{j+1}^2 - 2 \cos \left( \frac{\theta_j + \theta_{j+1}}{2} \right) + \sqrt{\eta^2 + r_m^2 - 2 \cos \left( \frac{\theta_1 + \theta_m}{2} \right)}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$k = f(\beta_1, \beta_2) = \sqrt{\beta_1 \cdot \beta_2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (12)
Where: \( \beta_1 = S' / S \), \( \beta_2 = 1 + |S - S'| / S \).

Step 7: Sort the threat degree of radiation resource according to threat evaluation value ‘K’.

3 Combined threat evaluation of radiation resource method based on improved RCM

On the basis of improved RCM, an algorithm of combined threat evaluation of radiation resource is proposed in this article, it based on the coarse sorting which utilizes radar operation mode and the fine sorting which utilizes improved RCM. Firstly, sequence all the radiation resources roughly according to radar operation mode. Then, on the basis of improved RCM, sequence the radiation resource with same radar operation mode nicely. The coarse sorting result based on radar operation mode is regarded as initial result, and it has an advantage of timeliness. In addition, coarse sorting is integrated with fine recruit, so that we can eventually obtain a more accurate and reasonable result of threat evaluation of radiation resource.

3.1 The index system of threat evaluation of radiation resource

The traditional evaluation index system puts particular emphasis on the parameters of emitter signal, however, in the condition of actual complicated battlefield, just take signal parameters into account is nowhere near enough. Therefore, this article put forward an index system of threat evaluation which overall considers platform index and radar index, the specific index system is shown in Fig. 2.

![Figure 2. The index system of threat evaluation of radiation resource](image)

3.2 The process of combined threat evaluation of radiation resource based on improved RCM

The flow chart of combined threat evaluation of radiation resource based on improved RCM is shown as Fig. 3.

As shown in the Fig. 3, first of all, radar operation mode is used to sequence all the radiation resources roughly and quickly. Secondly, on the basis of improved RCM, sequence the radiation resources with same radar operation mode. Finally, combine the result of coarse sorting with fine sorting to obtain the eventual threat evaluation results. The specific steps are shown as follows:

Step 1: Construct the decision environment. Identify the target set \( U = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \) and index set \( A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_7\} \).

Step 2: Refer to literature [14], compute the radar operation mode of target set \( U \) according to radar index \( a_5-a_7 \). First of all, pre-divide the radar operation modes according to intra-pulse modulation and the range of PRF, after that, determine whether the operation mode belongs to VS (Velocity Search) or STT (Single Target Track). Secondly, according to equation (13) and (14), compute the reliability function of platform \( j \) to target mode \( F_l(l=1,2,3,4) \) and the reliability function for the uncertainty of the sensor \( p \):

\[
\begin{align*}
    m_p(F_l) &= \frac{C_p}{\sum_{l=1}^{N_p} C_p(F_l) + N(1 - R_p)(1 - W_p \alpha_p \beta_p)} \\
    m_p(\sigma) &= 1 - \sum_{l=1}^{N_p} m_p(F_l)
\end{align*}
\]

Where, \( C_p(F_l) \) is the correlation coefficients of target mode \( F_l \) with platform \( p \). \( N_p \) is the number of
operation modes, \( N \) is the number of platforms, \( W_p \) is environment weighted coefficients of platform \( p \).

Thirdly, utilize DS evidence theory to achieve multi-periods data fusion under single platform and multi-sensors information fusion of \( m_p(F) \) and \( m_p(\sigma) \).

Finally, compare the fusion result with the threshold \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) which respect DS classification decision rule, and then distinguish the operation modes TWS (Track While Scan) and RWS (Range While Search).

Step 3: Sequence all the radiation resources \((x_1\sim x_6)\) roughly according to radar operation mode. There are four kinds of radar operation mode: Class 1: STT > Class 2: TWS > Class 3: RWS > Class 4: VS.

Step 4: When the radar operation mode are vary from emitter to emitter, output the result of threat evaluation of radiation resource according to Step 3 in Section 3.2. On condition that there are some emitters with same radar operation mode, then, sequence these emitters according to the Steps below.

Step 5: The identification of index’s combination weight. According to Step 2 in Section 2, compute the combination weight of emitters with same radar operation mode, and the result is remarked as \( \omega_j(j=1,2,\ldots,4) \). Where, \( \omega_j \) represents the weight of platform index \((a_1\sim a_4)\).

Step 6: Draw radar chart. According to Step 3-Step 5 in Section 2, draw the radar chart of emitters with same operation mode.

Step 7: Compute threat evaluation value ‘K’. According to Step 6 in Section 2, compute threat evaluation value ‘K’ of emitters with same operation mode. Then, obtain the final threat evaluation results which combined coarse sorting with fine sorting.

Figure 3. The flow chart of combined threat evaluation of radiation resource based on improved RCM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emitter</th>
<th>( a_1 )</th>
<th>( a_2 )</th>
<th>( a_3 )</th>
<th>( a_4 )</th>
<th>( a_5 )</th>
<th>( a_6 )</th>
<th>( a_7 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x_1 )</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_2 )</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_3 )</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_4 )</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_5 )</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_6 )</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Simulation and verification

The simulation data refers to literature [7], target set \( U: x_1\sim x_6 \); index set \( A: a_1\sim a_7 \), where, \( a_1: \) height (km), \( a_2: \) speed (Ma), \( a_3: \) distance (km), \( a_4: \) attack angle (\( \circ \)), \( a_5: \) carrier frequency (GHz), \( a_6: \) multi-pulse (kHz), \( a_7: \) pulse width (\( \mu s \)). The information of emitters at \( t \) o’clock are shown as Table 1.
The specific steps of the combined threat evaluation of radiation resource based on improved RCM are as follows:

1) Refer to the method in literature [14], according to Step 2 in Section 2, compute the radar operation mode of emitters $x_1$-$x_6$ based on data information $a_5$-$a_7$ in Table 1. The result is: $x_1$: STT, $x_2$: RWS, $x_3$: TWS, $x_4$: TWS, $x_5$: VS, $x_6$: TWS.

2) The result of emitters’ coarse sorting according radar operation mode shows that: $x_1 > x_3, x_4, x_6 > x_2 > x_5$. From the result available, emitter $x_1$ has the highest threat level of all emitters, and it is regarded as the first level. Emitter $x_3, x_4, x_6$ have same radar operation mode and they are regarded as the second level. Emitter $x_2$ is regarded as the third level and emitter $x_5$ is regarded as the fourth level.

3) According to Step 2 in Section 2, compute the index ($a_1$-$a_4$)’s combination weight of emitter $x_3, x_4, x_6$, $\omega=(0.12, 0.35, 0.39, 0.14)$. Then compute the angle of index $a_1$-$a_4$ in radar chart according to Step 3 in Section 2, $\theta=(43.2^\circ, 126^\circ, 140.4^\circ, 50.4^\circ)$.

4) According to Step 5 in Section 2, compute the evaluation value of index ($a_1$-$a_4$) of emitter $x_3, x_4, x_6$, $r(x_3)=(0.47, 0.77, 0.87, 0.48)$, $r(x_4)=(0.51, 0.79, 0.88, 0.49)$, $r(x_6)=(0.52, 0.83, 0.91, 0.53)$. Then, draw the radar chart of emitter $x_3, x_4, x_6$ according to the value of ‘$\theta$’ and ‘$r$’.

5) Integrate Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 to get the threat degree comparison of emitter $x_3, x_4, x_6$, the result is shown as Fig. 7.

6) Compute threat the evaluation value ‘$K$’ of emitter $x_3, x_4, x_6$ according to Step 6 in Section 2:

- $K(x_3)=0.77$
- $K(x_4)=0.81$
- $K(x_6)=0.85$

According to the value of ‘$K$’, sequence the threat level of emitter $x_3, x_4, x_6$. The result is: $x_6 > x_4 > x_3$. Then, combine the result with coarse sorting and obtain the final threat evaluation of emitters $x_1$-$x_6$: $x_1 > x_6 > x_4 > x_3 > x_2 > x_5$.

Through the analysis of Table 1, it is obvious that of all the emitters ($x_1$-$x_6$), emitter $x_1$ has the maximum
speed, carrier frequency and multi-pulse, the minimum distance and pulse width, in the meantime, the radar operation mode of emitter x1 is STT, in conclusion, the threat degree of x1 is the greatest of all the emitters. Emitter x3 has the maximum height, distance, attack angle and pulse width, the minimum speed, carrier frequency and multi-pulse, in addition to this, the radar operation mode of emitter x3 is VS, therefore, emitter x3 has the minimal threat degree of all the emitters. The index information of emitter x2 is very close to x3, furthermore, the radar operation mode of x2 is RWS and x3 is VS, hence, the threat degree of x2 is bigger than x3. In the rest of emitters, the carrier frequency, multi-pulse and pulse width of emitter x3, x4 and x6 are quite close, besides this, the radar operation mode of emitter x3, x4 and x6 is TWS, it can be seen from Fig. 7 which based on fine sorting, the threat degree of emitter x3, x4 and x6 is: x6 > x4 > x3.

All the above analysis have justified an obvious view that the result of the algorithm proposed in this paper is consistent with the actual analysis, therefore, the proposed algorithm has preferable reasonability and correctness. In order to further verify the reliability and effectiveness of the algorithm proposed, bring the data information in Table 1 into literature [7], and compute the threat evaluation of radiation resource. But when analyze the algorithm proposed in this article, we only need to sort the emitters for which the radar operation mode are same, therefore, the number of index and target emitter in Fig. 7 is less than it in Fig. 8.

\[ K(x_1) = 0.92, \quad K(x_4) = 0.93, \quad K(x_5) = 0.94 \]

which increases the difficulty of ensuring the reliability and effectiveness of threat evaluation. When analyze the algorithm proposed in this article, fine sorting is based on coarse sorting, and we only need to sort the emitters for which the radar operation mode are same, therefore, the number of index and target emitter in Fig. 7 is less than it in Fig. 8.

In addition, through Fig. 7, it is quite visual and intuitive to sequence the emitters with same radar operation mode. In the meantime, the threat evaluation value ‘K’ of emitter x1, x4 and x6 is: K(x1) = 0.79, K(x4) = 0.81, K(x6) = 0.85, it is obvious that there is a far cry in the value of ‘K’, and the ultimate result of threat evaluation of radiation resource is more reliable and effective than it in literature [7].

5 Conclusion

1) A evaluation system of combined threat evaluation of radiation resource is proposed in this article, which combined coarse sorting with fine sorting. Coarse sorting bases on radar operation mode and is regarded as the original threat evaluation, therefore, it’s a rough and quick evaluation of threat level. Fine sorting based on improved RCM and focuses on the radiation resources with same radar operation mode. Finally, combine the fine sorting with coarse sorting to obtain a more accurate and reliable result of threat evaluation.

2) A new algorithm based on improved RCM is proposed in this paper, in order to overcome the
shortage and limitation of traditional radar chart, we
determine the size of sector domain of different
index according to index’s combination weight,
meanwhile, IFS is applied to determine the
normalized evaluation value of index.
3) Simulation analysis shows the correctness and
effectiveness of this algorithm. Compared with
classical method of threat evaluation based on
RCM, the algorithm proposed in this article is visual
in image and can work quickly with lower
complexity.
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